1. 2021 iPad 10"
2. Minifridge + Microwave
3. Bike + Helmet
4. Nintendo Switch OLED
5. Golf Clubs
6. Camping Set
7. GoPro HERO9
SECOND PRIZE

1. Apple Watch SE
2. VIZIO 30" TV
3. Airpod Pros
4. Twin XL UGG Comforter + Fleece Sheets
5. Electric Longboard
6. Beats Studio 3
7. Heated Vest & Gloves
THIRD PRIZE

1. Fujifilm Instax Mini Camera
2. Painter's Set
3. Hammock + Tent
4. Brita Faucet Filter & Hydroflask
5. Waterproof Speakers
6. Projector
7. Keurig + Starter Kcups

Ignite Summer of Innovation
COLLAB PRIZE

1. Clarkson Sweatshirt
2. Lawn Chair
3. Clarkson Hat
4. Ladder Toss Set
5. Spikeball Set
6. Clarkson Quarter Zip
7. Custom Engraved YETI Rambler
8. Portable Charger

Spikeball
PORTABLE CHARGER
1. PlayStation 5
2. Canon Camera Set
3. Fire TV + 1 YR Disney Bundle
4. CU Men's Hockey Reserved Seats (2)
5. Portable 16" Monitor + 1 YR Adobe Creative Cloud